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Dear Lake Hugh Muntz Care Group,
As we edge closer to election day, its great to see community groups asking the questions that will help our community
discern who they believe will best advocate for them in chambers.
Prior to my below response, I would like to make clear the foundations behind my answers. As a student of Law and a
passionate leader within the tourism industry my answers will be based on the knowledge that is available to me.
However, as an aspiring representative to our community I do believe that it is incumbent upon myself to 'do the leg work'
to enable me to get a grasp on the issues at hand. To do this I have met with Steven McVeigh to discuss his work,
attempted to meet with the Griffith University researches (but the offer was declined) to speak with them directly about
their reports, door knocked the surrounding residents & streets, met with Care Groups Representative Phil Nott and
attended the Lake Hugh Muntz Stake Holders meeting. Through these experiences I have gathered my policy and
response to your questions below.
Lake Hugh Muntz is central to the Mermaid Waters community. Its deep history show the involvement of elite athletes
who went from LHM to the Rio Olympics, growing nippers training for rough of the surf and retired residents having earnt
their slice of tranquility. On a more humble note, the lake remains home to surrounding families and a vital habitat to the
local flora and fauna. After door knocking the area for the past 5 to 6 months I have found residents as far as Intrepid
Drive concerned or confused over the future of Lake Hugh Muntz. I heard first hand from the residents of Wayfarer Ave
the significant role that our lake plays in their day to day life, one mother telling me that the lake is a place to connect to
community and disconnect from the world around it. Speaking with residents along some parts of Barrier Reef Dr, Wild
Duck Dr and Haslewood Ct I see the impact that the lake holds on both the value of their property and their quality of life.
After attending the last 2019 stakeholders meeting, I spoke to residents and heard of their hope for real action, real
change and a real outcome not political statements, rhetoric and promises. I look forward to representing and securing a
direction for this public asset if elected in March 28th.
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MY PLAN TO SECURE A
HEALTHIER LAKE HUGH MUNTZ

COMMUNICATE

ADVOCATE

DEDICATE

MY PLAN EXPLAINED:
COMMUNICATE
I regard the Lake Hugh Muntz Care Group as the divisional Councillors greatest asset in the fight for a
healthier lake. This group needs an open door policy to allow for a clear flow of dialogue & continued
(trusted) relationship and a growing membership base. There are two purposes to my aims: Firstly, people
power is a wonderful thing. When our community is connected and informed, it allows the divisional
Councillor and council officers the chance to build a trusted relationship within the community. This also
allows the Care group to stand as a trusted voice for the community. Secondly, the more people behind the
group, the more weight a divisional Councillor can put on important requests. To assist with such a program,
my divisional office would be open to care group for printing and distribution needs. Furthermore, an active
presence within the group would allow for a stronger relationship, greater accountability from myself to the
care group and a clearer understanding on what I would be advocating for in chambers.

ADVOCATE
Advocacy is about more than simply speaking. In the legal sense, advocacy is about the research you put in,
the hard work you invest and the people you can connect to ensure a positive outcome. I count Lake Hugh
Muntz in my top 3 focuses and goals if elected; this means that I will continue to be a dedicated and focused
fighter for the lake and its residents. I look forward to connecting our officers with concerned resident,
requesting regular briefings from Griffith University researches to ensure that all Care Group meetings I
would attend are informed at the soonest possible time of any developments and working hard to prove to
this community that I am their elected representative, not another council cog.

DEDICATE
If elected, I'll be your dedicated voice within council chambers. I'll work hard to secure a great relationship
with my colleagues in chambers to successfully secure and dedicate a portion of any future divisional
budget to the operational management of Lake Hugh Muntz. I'll be a dedicated and on-the-ground
councillor when it comes to ensuring the ongoing care of the lake. We need someone who's willing to put in
the leg work not just the rhetoric.

YOUR QUESTIONS,
MY RESPONSE.
WE ARE NOW IN THE FOURTH YEAR OF LAKE CLOSURE. DO
YOU CONSIDER THIS AN ACCEPTABLE OUTCOME?
There is a saying among the legal community: The wheels of justice turn slowly, but grind exceedingly fine.
In this case the wheels of council are turning slowly, but that's about where it ends. Lake Hugh Muntz was
built in 1980 as a freshwater lake and reaches at a depth of 12 meters, it accepts stormwater from 16 pipe
outlets and is surrounded by homes, parks and neighboring waterways. Though I can agree that this
outcome is completely unacceptable, I am aware that the challenge of Lake Hugh Muntz remains both a
failure of leadership and a continued struggle against the elements.
It is completely unacceptable that our representatives fail to act with on-the-ground solutions that can assist
our city officers and Griffith University researches in controlling the nutrient input to our lake and
environmental factors affecting the lake. Such actions could have assisted in a time of high nutrient input
(such as the drought followed by heavy rains) to ensure some 'control' over the situation.

HOW IMPORTANT AN ASSET DO YOU CONSIDER LAKE HUGH
MUNTZ TO BE AND IS IT YOUR INTENTION TO ADVOCATE FOR
THE LAKE IN COUNCIL?
With little to no communication to surrounding residents, no support for the Lake Hugh Muntz Care Group
and a continued failure to implement and uphold viable and on the ground solutions (opting to instead wait
for research results), residents are left in the dark until given notice that the water is again toxic.
The new council needs to implement a serious Lake Hugh Muntz management plan and the elected Division
12 councillor must be held accountable to such a plan. I'll not only advocate for a new management plan but
I'll be reaching out to Care Group to plan an active role in its drafting and implementation. Furthermore, I'll be
sending continued communications to surrounding residents and streets to both garner support behind the
Lake Hugh Muntz Care Group and ensure residents can be aware and actively involved in the Lakes health.
There is plenty that residents can do to get involved in the lake's health, communicating this and supporting
this is vital for our lakes future.
Finally, I'll be advocating to the mayor for a new divisional budget to include operational costs for Lake Hugh
Muntz. This budget would hope to include costs to implement several sugguestion made by the Care Group;
E.g. Sand Capping, Phosloc treatment, solutions regarding aquatic vegetation & management solutions for
the 16 pipe outlets (Trial of a oneway valve).

IT IS CRITICAL TO LHM COMMITTEE AND MEMBERS THAT THE
LAKE REMAINS SUITABLE FOR PRIMARY CONTACT. DO YOU
CONSIDER THESE OBJECTIVES ACHIEVABLE AND WILL YOU BE
FIGHTING FOR THESE OBJECTIVES WITHIN COUNCIL?
Our Lake Hugh Muntz has been the training ground for professional and international athletes, a home to our
nippers and place to connect for our residents and families. Though I cannot guarantee that the lake will
remain suitable for primary contact, it will be an upmost priority to me to ensure that all measures taken are
done so to preserve the lake and to ensure it remains a primary contact lake.

CARE GROUPS
RECOMENDATIONS:
A TOP UP OF PHOSLOCK (AT ADEQUATE QUANTITIES) TO REDUCE THE EFFECT OF A
POSSIBLE 5TH CONSECUTIVE ALGAE OUTBREAK WHILE OTHER OPTIONS ARE
IMPLEMENTED:
I support the topping up of Phoslock as a temporary measure, however, do not see this
as a final fix. I will advocate for the budgetary needs for such a project and negotiate the
needed support within chambers to pass this vote.

A TRIAL OF A ONE WAY VALVE AT THE LAKE OUTLET:
I would like to see costing regarding such a project, however, when we understand that
one of the challenges of the lake is the sheer number of pipe outlets and salient water
pumping in it seems at this time necessary. I support such a trial.

IMPLEMENT SAND CAPPING AND PHOSLOCK TREATMENT TO THE ENTIRE LAKE AS
RECOMMENDED BY GRIFFITH.
I agree with this recommendation and will be taking this to the floor of chambers at the
earliest possible convenience. This suggestion coupled with the on-the-ground solutions
could assist in reversing any further damage.

COMMENCE A TRIAL OF AERATION OF THE LAKE TO ASSIST WITH NUTRIENT REMOVAL,
SALT WATER REDUCTION AND DE-STRATIFICATION OF THE LAKE.
I like this idea but am well aware how difficult it will be to gather the necessary support
on the floor to pass a vote. I understand its effect on the water quality and see its purpose
but would require more information before pledging any support.

CATCHMENT MANAGEMENT ISSUES.
This election, I am pledging to work with Lake Hugh Muntz Care Group and council
officers to draft, secure and implement a dynamic management/action plan for Lake
Hugh Muntz. Though I cannot pledge that officers will grant priority to Lake Hugh Muntz
(as it is inappropriate and outside of councillors role to dictate to council officers), it will
be a priority of the Division 12 Councillors office.

AQUATIC VEGETATION – WORK TOWARDS RESTORING VEGETATION TO THE LAKE TO
ASSIST WITH WATER QUALITY AND LONG TERM HEALTH:
It goes without saying, we need (native) aquatic vegetation in order curb the effects of
fast growing algae. This suggestion is central to the future Action Plan and incredibly
important for any serious long term changes.

